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Abstract—Sparse sensor array selection arises in many engi-
neering applications, where it is imperative to obtain maximum
spatial resolution from a limited number of array elements.
Recent research shows that computational complexity of array se-
lection is reduced by replacing the conventional optimization and
greedy search methods with a deep learning network. However, in
practice, sufficient and well-calibrated labeled training data are
unavailable and, more so, for arbitrary array configurations. To
address this, we adopt a deep transfer learning (TL) approach,
wherein we train a deep convolutional neural network (CNN)
with data of a source sensor array for which calibrated data are
readily available and reuse this pre-trained CNN for a different,
data-insufficient target array geometry to perform sparse array
selection. Numerical experiments with uniform rectangular and
circular arrays demonstrate enhanced performance of TL-CNN
on the target model than the CNN trained with insufficient data
from the same model. In particular, our TL framework provides
approximately 20% higher sensor selection accuracy and 10%
improvement in the direction-of-arrival estimation error.
Index Terms—Deep learning, direction-of-arrival estimation,
sensor placement, sparse arrays, transfer learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
Phased sensor arrays are now a widely adopted and perva-
sive technology, which finds applications in diverse areas such
as radar, sonar, communications, acoustics, and ultrasound [1–
3]. Their ability to steer the beam electronically without any
mechanical motion provides high spatial selectivity and ability
to adaptively reject interference. From the Nyquist-Shannon
Theorem [4], the array must not admit less than two signal
samples in a single spatial period λ, which is same as the
operating wavelength of the array. Otherwise, spatial aliasing,
i.e., or multiple main-lobes, show up in the beampattern
leading to a reduced directivity. This affects the accuracy in
estimating the bearings or directions-of-arrival (DoAs), that are
known to be equivalent to spatial frequencies [5], of unknown
sources or targets. To avoid such effects, conventional phased
sensor arrays feature elements that are uniformly spaced from
each other. However, the complexity, size, and cost of such
arrays becomes infeasible with the increase in the number of
sensors. In this context, there is immense interest in thinned or
sparse sensor arrays [6, 7], which offer significantly reduced
hardware.
The number of elements in an array determine its degrees-
of-freedom (DoFs), which, in turn, are related to the number of
sources whose bearings can be ascertained by the sensor array.
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In particular, the DoFs of a full or filled sensor array with N
elements are achieved by a thinned array with only O(√N)
sensors [7]. Further, when equipped with suitable parameter
recovery algorithms [8–10], thinned arrays yield negligible
performance degradation and reduced mutual coupling [11–
13]. It has also been shown that sparse array beamforming
algorithms yield similar spatial filtering performance as that
of a full array [14].
In general, searching for an optimal sparse sensor array is a
combinatorial problem [15] whose computational complexity
increases with the number of sensors. Since a closed-form
solution is difficult to come by, several sub-optimal (although
mathematically tractable) solutions have been proposed [10,
12, 16–19]. Lately, learning-based techniques have garnered
much interest in sparse sensor communications [14, 20] and
signal processing [21, 22]. In particular, deep learning (DL)
has proven to be more computationally efficient than combi-
natorial search [14, 23].
For an optimally sparse sensor array problem, [21] proposed
a deep learning approach in the context of a cognitive radar.
It employed a deep convolutional neural network (CNN)
trained with a large dataset of array outputs that optimizes
the sensor placement to yield the lowest estimation error for
DoA of radar’s targets. This approach was later extended [20,
23] to sensor selection in massive multiple-output multiple-
input (MIMO) communications. Later works combined this
learning-based sparse subarray search with hybrid beamformer
design [14] and wideband channel estimation [24, 25] in
massive MIMO systems.
However, the CNN architectures in the aforementioned
works are designed for a specific array geometry and are,
therefore, inapplicable to different array configurations without
significant re-training with new data. This arises from the
assumption that the data used for training and testing are
drawn from the same or similar distribution, which is difficult
to guarantee in real world. In deep learning, this problem is
called domain mismatch [26]. On the other hand, labeling
sufficient training data for all possible application domains
is prohibitive. It has been shown [27] that it is possible to
establish a reasonable model by exploiting the labeled data
drawn from another sufficiently labeled source domain which
is closer to describing similar contents of the target domain.
This domain adaptation (DA) enables knowledge transfer
across domains. Lately, transfer learning (TL) has emerged
as an effective domain adaptation technique, wherein the DL
network learns domain-invariant models across source and
target domains [28], and has been applied to processing of
image, bio-medical, radar, and speech signals.
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2Apart from domain mismatch problem, networks such as
CNN also suffer from a need of a large training database.
When only a limited labeled data are available, CNN fails
to optimally select the sensor subarrays. Since CNN objective
functions are highly non-convex and convergence of optimiza-
tion algorithms to a global optimum is not guaranteed, training
with only large data could increase the probability of con-
vergence. Alternatively, training forms such as convolutional
autoencoders (CAE) [29] and TL are employed in data-limited
applications. Some studies [30] suggest that TL outperforms
CAE especially when the sample sizes are very small.
In this paper, we address the domain mismatch between
various array geometries and lack of massive training data
by developing a more efficient, deep TL-based sensor sub-
array selection approach. Indeed, sufficient datasets required
to support the level of training CNNs need are unavailable,
expensive or impossible to extract in many real-world sensor
array applications. In this paper, we apply TL to enable the
network in selecting sensor subarrays accurately even when
limited labeled data are available. In particular, we transfer
the features in the training data from one array geometry
to a different array configuration. For example, we use a
CNN trained with a uniform rectangular array (URA) to
select sensors in a uniform circular array (UCA). This domain
transfer is advantageous when a large off-line database is
required for system identification or calibration [31].
Conventionally, DoA estimation across various geometries
is performed with array transformation and array interpolation
techniques [32]. However, for multiple targets and complex
geometries, these techniques are difficult to come by [33,
34]. Our approach is helpful in overcoming such limitations.
In particular, we consider the sensor selection for DoA es-
timation, wherein we train a deep CNN to select the “best”
subarray with lowest estimation error. We choose Crame´r-Rao
lower bound (CRB) as a metric to obtain the best subarray
[19, 21]. Our TL-based strategy yields approximately 20%
improvement in sensor selection performance. Our extensive
numerical experiments with different array geometries in both
source and target domains demonstrate the effectiveness of
our approach. Further, it demonstrates robustness against array
imperfections induced by operating conditions; earlier works
have studied this problem in the context of autoencoders [35].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the
following section, we describe the system model and formulate
the problem. In Section III, we introduce our DL network
design and apply deep TL to the same in Section IV. We
validate our model with several numerical experiments in
Section V and conclude in Section VI. Throughout this paper,
we denote the vectors and matrices by boldface lower and
upper case symbols, respectively. In case of a vector a, [a]i
represents its ith element. For a matrix A, [A]:,i and [A]i,j
denote the ith column and the (i, j)-th entry, respectively. The
IN is the identity matrix of size N ×N ; E {·}, ∠{·}, Re {·}
and Im {·} designate the statistical expectation, phase, real
and imaginary parts of the argument, respectively; Toeplitz{·}
constructs a Toeplitz matrix with its vector argument; and 
denotes the point-wise (Hadamard) product. The combination
of selecting K terms out of M is denoted by
(
M
K
)
=
M !
K!(M−K)! . The notation expressing a convolutional layer with
N filters/channels of size D ×D, is given by N@D ×D.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider an M -element sensor array receiving a signal s(ti)
from the direction Θ = (θ, φ) where θ and φ are the elevation
and azimuth angles of the source with respect to the sensor
array, respectively. The received signal is narrowband and the
source is in the far-field of the sensor array. Then, the output
of the sensor array is [36]
y(ti) = a(Θ)s(ti) + n(ti), 1 ≤ i ≤ T, (1)
where T is the number of snapshots, y(ti) =
[y1(ti), . . . , yM (ti)]
T and ym(ti) denotes the output of the m-
th sensor for the i-th snapshot, n(ti) = [n1(ti), . . . , nM (ti)]T
is the noise vector and nm(ti) is zero-mean spatially
and temporarily white Gaussian noise with variance σ2n,
a(Θ) = [a1(Θ), . . . , aM (Θ)]
T is the M × 1 steering vector.
The m-th element of a(Θ) is
am(Θ) = exp
{
−j 2pi
λ
pTmr(Θ)
}
, (2)
where r(Θ) depends on the source direction as
r(Θ) = [cos(φ) sin(θ), sin(φ) sin(θ), cos(θ)]T , (3)
and pm = [xm, ym, zm]T is the position of the m-th sensor
in the Cartesian coordinate system.
In the context of sparse array selection, our goal is to choose
the “best” K sensors in an M -element array in the sense that
the lowest statistical mean-square-error (MSE), i.e., the CRB
is achieved [36, 37]. Overall, C =
(
M
K
)
= M !K!(M−K)!
possible subarray choices are available. Therefore, we can treat
sensor selection as a classification problem with C classes. It
seems impractical to visit all possible subarray configurations
to arrive at the best subarray candidate. However, it has
been shown [14, 21, 38] that many subarray candidates yield
the same CRB level because of the non-unique placement
of sensors within the array. Hence, the distinct number of
subarrays is very small. Note that the literature suggests other
statistical bounds [39] for DoA estimation but a closed-form
solution of only CRB is available for higher dimensional
arrays.
We observe Θ as the inner product pTmr(Θ). The ex-
ponential form of am(Θ) suggests that this is a multi-
dimensional spatial harmonic whose frequencies (and hence,
DoAs) can be extracted through conventional as well as sparse
reconstruction algorithms [9, 21]. The uniqueness of spatial
harmonic retrieval [40] is directly related to the number of
sensors in the array. For a URA of size M1 ×M2, at least
M1M2−min(M1,M2) sensors are required for a perfect DoA
retrieval in a noiseless setting. Hence, in any sparse sensor
array selection, K must satisfy these guarantees.
In our proposed TL framework, we first design a deep
network to select the best subarrays in the source domain.
Then, we transfer the sensor selection ability of this network
3to target domain. Here, we assume that the source domain is
a larger data-set in comparison to the target domain. The deep
network trained with source domain data performs better than
the one with the target domain when limited data are available.
III. DL NETWORK DESIGN FOR SENSOR SELECTION
A DL network is defined as a non-linear mapping which cat-
egorizes and clusters the input data. Let D = {D(1), . . . ,D(D)}
and Y = {Y(1), . . . ,Y(Y)} denote the input and output
labels for a dataset. Then, the deep classification network
is represented as Σ(D) = Y mapping the input data to the
output labels which represent the best subarray indices. In the
following, we present the details of input and output design
of the deep network.
A. Input Data
The input to our DL network are the covariance matrices of
the received signal. In particular, we use the real, imaginary
and the phase information of the covariance matrix. Let X
be an M × M × 3 real-valued matrix with 3 ”channel”.
Hence, we have D(i) = X for i-th input instant. Specifically,
we define the (i, j)-th entry of the first and the second
”channel” of the input data as [X(:,:,1)]i,j = Re{[R]i,j} and
[X(:,:,2)]i,j = Im{[R]i,j}, respectively. Similarly, the third
”channel” is given by [X(:,:,3)]i,j = ∠{[R]i,j}. Although real
and imaginary inputs are sufficient to describe the complex
covariance matrix, feeding a third quantity such as phase (or
magnitude) lets the network know that the first two inputs are
related to each other.
B. Labeling
We treat the sensor selection problem as a classification
problem with C classes. The class label comprises the posi-
tions of the sensor subarray corresponding to that class. Let
P(k)c = {xk(c), yk(c), zk(c)} be the set of sensor coordinates in
the c-th subarray for k = 1, . . . ,K. Then the positions of the
sensors for the c-th class form the set Yc = {P(1)c , . . . ,P(K)c }.
Therefore, the set of all classes is Y = {Y1,Y2, . . . ,YC}.
In order to select the best subarrays in Y , we compute the
CRB for each element of Y as c = 1, . . . , C. Consider the
K × 1 subarray output
yc(ti) = ac(Θ)s(ti) + nc(ti), (4)
where ac(Θ) ∈ CK denotes the array steering vector cor-
responding to the subarray with position set Yc. Let Rc =
1
T
∑T
i=1 yc(ti)y
H
c (ti) be the K ×K subarray sample covari-
ance matrix for the K × 1 subarray output yc(ti). We denote
the partial derivatives of ac(Θ) with respect to θ and φ by
a˙c(θ) =
∂ac(Θ)
∂θ
and a˙c(φ) =
∂ac(Θ)
∂φ
, respectively. The signal
and noise variances are σ2s and σ
2
n, respectively.
The CRBs for θ and φ in a single source scenario are [36]
κ(θ,Yc) = σ
2
n
2T Re
{
Πθ  (σ4saHc (Θ)R−1c ac(Θ))
} , (5)
κ(φ,Yc) = σ
2
n
2T Re
{
Πφ  (σ4saHc (Θ)R−1c ac(Θ))
} , (6)
Algorithm 1 Training data generation.
Input: Sensor positions {pm}Mm=1, K, T , number of data
realizations L, number of directions P and SNRTRAIN.
Output: Training data T with dimensions {M×M×3×
LP,LP}.
1: Generate P DoA angles Θp = (θp, φp) for p = 1, . . . , P .
2: for 1 ≤ p ≤ P do
3: for 1 ≤ l ≤ L do
4: Generate the array output {y(l,p)(ti)}Ti=1 as
y(l,p)(ti) = a(Θp)s
(l,p)(ti) + n
(l,p)(ti),
for s(l,p)(ti)∼ CN (0, σ2s), n(l,p)(ti)∼CN (0, σ2nI).
5: Construct all K × 1 subarray output configurations
y
(l,p)
c (ti) as in (4) from y(l,p)(ti) for c = 1, . . . , C.
6: Compute κ(Θp,Yc) for c = 1, . . . , C by using the
covariance matrices R(l,p)c .
7: Using κ(Θp,Yc), find the best subarray index as
B(l,p)c¯ from (10).
8: Compute the full array covariance matrix R(l,p)
from y(l,p)(ti), i = 1, . . . , T .
9: Construct the input data X(l,p) as
[X
(l,p)
(:,:,1)]i,j = Re{[R(l,p)]i,j},
[X
(l,p)
(:,:,2)]i,j = Im{[R(l,p)]i,j},
[X
(l,p)
(:,:,3)]i,j = ∠{[R(l,p)]i,j}.
10: Design the output label as z(l,p) = B(l,p)c¯ .
11: end for l
12: end for p
13: Construct training data by concatenating the input-
output pairs: T = {(X(1,1), z(1,1)), (X(1,2), z(2,1)), . . . ,
(X(1,L), z(L,1)), (X(2,1), z(1,2)) . . . , (X(P,L), z(L,P ))}.
where
Πθ = a˙
H
c (θ)
[
IK − ac(Θ)a
H
c (Θ)
K
]
a˙c(φ), (7)
Πφ = a˙
H
c (φ)
[
IK − ac(Θ)a
H
c (Θ)
K
]
a˙c(θ). (8)
We define the absolute CRB [41] for the directions Θ and Yc
as the root-mean-square value
κ(Θ,Yc) = 1√
2
[κ(θ,Yc)2 + κ(φ,Yc)2]1/2. (9)
For simplicity, we select σ2s = 1 and define the signal to noise
ratio in the training data as SNRTRAIN = 10 log10(σ
2
s/σ
2
n).
Once κ(Θ,Yc) is computed for c = 1, . . . , C, the best
subarray label Bc¯ is
Bc¯ = arg min
c=1,...,C
κ(Θ,Yc). (10)
Here, the subscript (·)c¯ denotes the index of best subarrays,
c¯ = 1, . . . , C¯, where C¯ is the number of best subarrays. As K
increases, C becomes very large. This makes the classification
operation very difficult. However, experiments reveal that most
of the sensor subarrays yield the same κ(Θ,Yc) because the
4Fig. 1. The structure of the CNN for sensor selection. The middle layers that
will be re-used from a pre-trained network for the target domain are shown
in orange.
non-unique sensor positions are common in many subarray
combinations. Hence, C¯  C implying that only a handful of
classes yield the lowest estimation errors [14, 21]. In Table I,
we present the comparison of C and C¯ for a UCA with M =
16 antennas. We note that C¯ is very small, which leads an
effective classification performance. After computing all best
subarray indices, we finally construct the best subarray set as
B = {B1, . . . ,BC¯}, where B ⊂ Y .
TABLE I
NUMBER OF CLASSES C AND THE REDUCED NUMBER OF CLASSES C¯ FOR
A UCA WITH M = 16.
K = 3 K = 4 K = 5 K = 6 K = 7 K = 8
C 560 1820 4368 8008 11440 12870
C¯ 16 10 16 11 16 16
Algorithm 1 lists the steps to generate the training data by
incorporating the input and labels, as discussed above. The
training data is then fed to the deep network represented by
Σ(·) : RM×M×3 → Y that maps the input data X to the
corresponding class in Y .
C. The Network Architecture
Figure 1 illustrates the proposed deep network architecture
for sensor selection. For multi-layer network, the non-linear
function Σ(·) is represented by the inner layers as
Σ(D) = f (15)(f (14)(. . . f (2)(f (1)(D)))) = Y, (11)
where the first layer f (1) is the input layer and f (i)i∈{2,4,6,8}
denote the convolutional layers, each of which has 256 filters
of size 3 × 3. The arithmetic operation of a single filter of
a convolutional layer is defined for an arbitrary input X¯ ∈
Rdx×dx×Vx and output Y¯ ∈ Rdy×dy×Vy as
Y¯py,vy =
∑
pk,px
〈W¯vy,pk , X¯px〉, (12)
where dx×dy is the size of the convolutional kernel, Vx×Vy
is the size of the response of a convolutional layer, W¯vy,vk ∈
RVx denotes the weights of the vy-th convolutional kernel,
and X¯px ∈ RVx is the input feature map at spatial position
px. Hence, we define px and pk as the two-dimensional (2-D)
spatial positions in the feature maps and convolutional kernels,
respectively [42].
The 10-th and 12-th layer are fully connected with 1024
units whose 50% is randomly selected during training to avoid
overfitting. A fully connected layer maps an arbitrary input
x¯ ∈ RUx to the output y¯ ∈ RUy by using the weights W¯ ∈
(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. The representation of the source and target domains for knowledge
transfer from, for example, URA to UCA configuration. (a) Source (top) and
target (bottom) domain data with corresponding learning networks CNNS
and CNNT, respectively. (b) In deep TL, lower layers of CNNS are frozen
and only higher layers are re-trained with the target domain (UCA) data
{DT,YT} to transfer sensor selection knowledge from source domain (URA).
RUx×Uy . Then, the uy-th element of the output of the layer is
the inner product
y¯uy = 〈W¯uy , x¯〉 =
∑
i
[W¯]Tuy,ix¯i, (13)
for uy = 1, . . . , Uy and W¯uy is the uy-th column vector of
W¯, and Ux = Uy = 1024 is selected for f (14).
After each convolutional and fully connected layers (i.e.,
f
(i)
i∈{3,5,7,9,11,13}), there is a rectified linear unit (ReLU) layer
where ReLU(x) = max(0, x). The ReLU layers are powerful
in constructing the non-linearity of the deep network as well
as providing non-negative output at the output layers, which
is very useful for classification networks. The 14-th layer has
a classification layer with C¯ units, where a softmax function
is used to obtain the probability distribution of the classes.
The softmax layer is defined for an arbitrary input x¯ ∈ RD
as softmax(x¯i) =
exp{x¯i}∑D
i=1 exp{x¯i}
. The last layer f (15) is the
classification layer.
IV. TRANSFER LEARNING FOR SENSOR SELECTION
When compared with the domain transfer in shallow TL
techniques [43], such as classification based on support vector
machine (SVM), a deep TL approach combines DA with the
power of a deep network to learn the explanatory factors
of variations in data and reduce the mismatch between the
marginal distributions across array geometries. In Fig. 2, we
5define the source (target) data and labels as DS (DT) and YS
(YT), respectively. We train the source network CNNS, which
learns the non-linear relationship between DS and YS as
YS = ΣS(DS), (14)
where ΣS(·) is the non-linear function that constructs the map-
ping between the data and labels in the source domain. In (14),
the label data are the positions of the best subarray sensors as
YS = {Y(1)S ,Y(2)S , . . . ,Y(S)S } where S = |YS| = |DS| is the
number of elements in the source domain. Furthermore, DS is
the collection of covariance matrices of the array outputs of
the source array geometry, i.e.,
DS = {D(1)S ,D(2)S , . . . ,D(S)S }, (15)
where D(i)S = XS which is constructed from the source
domain covariance matrix
RS =
1
T
T∑
i=1
yS(ti)y
H
S (ti), (16)
where yS(ti) denotes the array output of the source data.
Similarly, the target domain data and labels are DT =
{D(1)T ,D(2)T , . . . ,D(T)T } and YT = {Y(1)T ,Y(2)T , . . . ,Y(T)T }, re-
spectively, where T = |DT| and RT = 1T
∑T
i=1 yT(ti)y
H
T (ti).
For the target network CNNT, we have
YT = ΣT(DT). (17)
The TL framework assumes that the source domain has much
larger dataset than the target domain, i.e., S T. This implies
that CNNS will turn out to be a well-trained deep network
whereas CNNT has poor mapping performance and does not
reflect the same mapping profile as CNNS. To improve the
performance of CNNT, the key idea is to use the sensor
selection ability of the pre-trained network CNNS even if
it is trained with different array data [44]. This is achieved
by re-training CNNS with the target domain data {DT,YT}
while freezing the lower layers (i.e., convolutional layers) of
CNNS
1. The new deep transfer network is CNNTR (Fig. 2b).
The lower layers are kept intact or frozen because they are
generally domain invariant2 and hence, harbor the bulk of
sensor selection knowledge. The higher layers, however, are
largely domain variant such that when new labels are added
to the problem (i.e., YS is replaced with YT), they require
re-training. This approach accelerates the computation of the
gradient in the backpropagation stage. Furthermore, it allows
us to enlarge the feature space of the deep network without
causing large error on the already-learned features [44].
A. Knowledge Transfer Across Different Array Geometries
Once CNNS (i.e., ΣS(·)) is trained with the source domain
data, we freeze the weights in the {2, 4, 6, 8}-th layers (i.e., the
convolutional layers) to preserve the sensor selection ability of
1We do not freeze the layers {3, 5, 7}, because they are ReLU layers with
no weight to freeze.
2“Domain invariance” implies that when new labels are added to the
network, the lower layers remain unaffected even though the problem has
changed.
Algorithm 2 Transfer learning for sensor selection.
Input: {DS,YS}, {DT,YT}
Output: CNNTR.
1: Train CNNS with {DS,YS}.
2: Construct TL network CNNTR whose convolutional
layers are designated the same as of CNNS, i.e.,
fTR
(i)
i∈{2,4,6,8} = fS
(i)
i∈{2,4,6,8}.
3: Train the remaining layers of the TL network with
{DT,YT}. Then, use CNNTR for sensor selection for
target domain data.
the deep network before transferring it to the target domain.
We construct the TL network such that
ΣTR(DT) = f (15)
(
f (14)(. . . f˜ (2)(f (1)(DT)))
)
= YT, (18)
where the frozen layers are f˜ (i)i∈{2,4,6,8}. Algorithm 2 lists these
steps of our proposed TL approach.
B. Deep Network Realization and Training
We realized the proposed TL architecture in MATLAB on
a personal computer (PC) with 768-core graphics processing
unit (GPU). For training, we used stochastic gradient descent
algorithm with momentum 0.9 and updated the network pa-
rameters at learning rate 0.01 and mini-batch size of 512. The
loss function was the cross-entropy cost
CE = − 1
T¯
T¯∑
t=1
C¯∑
c=1
[
χ(t)c ln η
(t)
c + (1− χ(t)c ) ln(1− η(t)c )
]
, (19)
where T¯ is the length of the dataset and {η(t)c , χ(t)c }T¯,C¯t=1,c=1
is the input-output pair for the classification layer. It is worth
noting that the cost function in (19) can be defined in terms
of the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of DoA estimation
procedure. However, this makes the training process problem-
dependent. During training, the training data is shuffled for
each epoch until training is terminated. Further, 80% and 20%
of all generated data are chosen for training and validation
datasets, respectively. The training rate is reduced by a factor
of 0.9 after each 10 epochs. The training stops when the
validation accuracy does not improve for three consecutive
epochs.
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
We validated the performance of our TL framework via
several experiments. To train CNNS, we collected array
data for PS = 100 equally spaced direction in the sector
Θ˜ = [0◦, 359◦] azimuth plane and LS = 100 noisy data
realizations with T = 100 data snapshots. During training,
we set σ2s = 1 and use different SNR levels, namely,
SNRTRAIN ∈ {15, 20, 25} dB. Hence, the total training data
length is 3LSPS = 30000. Once CNNS is trained as outlined
in Section III, the CNNTR is constructed by following the
steps in Algorithm 2. For the above-mentioned settings with
M = 16 and K = 6, the training time for CNNS, CNNT are
approximately 40 and 5 minutes respectively, whereas the TL
network CNNTR needs only 5 seconds to be trained.
60 5 10 15 20 25 30
100
Fig. 3. DoA estimation performance for CNNS for different array geometries.
TABLE II
TRAINING VALIDATION ACCURACY (%) FOR DIFFERENT TL SCENARIOS
TL Scenario (Source → Target) Validation Accuracy (%)
CNNT CNNTR
UCA → URA, M = 16, K = 6 54.9 70.1
URA → UCA, M = 16, K = 6 42.3 79.8
UCA → UCA, M = 20, K = 6 63.1 98.8
URA → URA, M = 25, K = 5 55.2 77.4
A. Performance in Source Domain
We first present the performance of the proposed CNN
approach for the source domain case where different array
geometries such as URA and UCA are considered with dif-
ferent array settings. In particular, we consider sensor arrays
with half wavelength sensor spacing for both UCA and URA.
When CNNSs are trained for different arrays, we obtained
above 90% validation accuracy for the training data in all
cases. In the prediction stage, the DoA angles are generated
uniformly at random in the interval Θ˜ so that the DoA
angles in the training and prediction are selected from the
same distribution. After feeding CNNS with these input data,
the selected subarrays are obtained from the output for each
scenario. Then, the sensor outputs of corresponding subarrays
are employed for DoA estimation using MUSIC (MUltiple
SIgnal Classification) algorithm [45]. During the simulations
in the prediction state, the network is tested for different SNR
levels for JT = 100 Monte Carlo trials. Figure 3 shows the
RMSE in DoA estimation, i.e.,
RMSE =
(
1
JT
JT∑
j=1
(φˆ(j) − φ)2
) 1
2
, (20)
where φˆ(j) and φ denote the estimated and true DoA angles,
respectively. We compare the DoA estimation performance of
CNNS with the best subarray that provides the lowest CRB.
Figure 3 demonstrates that CNNS asymptotically follows the
best subarray performance.
B. Performance for Transfer Learning
In order to evaluate the TL performance, we trained CNNS
with different sizes of datasets and then constructed CNNTR
from CNNS for sensor selection. We considered URA and
UCA geometries with M = 16, K = 6 for source and
target domains, respectively. Fig. 4 shows the sensor selection
accuracy
Accuracy(%) =
U
V
× 100, (21)
where V is the total number of input datasets in which the
model identified the best subarrays correctly U times. In
Fig. 4(a), the target domain DT are generated for PT = 10 grid
points in Θ˜ and LT = 10 and we varied PS from 5 to 150 for
DS with LS = 100. For all three networks, The performance
of CNNT is fixed because DT does not change during the
simulations. When PS is very small (i.e., < 10), CNNTR
performs even worse than CNNT. However, as PS increases,
CNNTR and CNNS exhibit higher selection accuracy. For
large source datasets, e.g. PS ∈ [80, 120], CNNTR outper-
forms CNNT by a large margin because of the learned and
transferred features from CNNS. The increase in PS does not
necessarily improve the sensor selection performance because
when the training data are densely sampled (i.e., PS is high)
the deep network cannot distinguish the input data of different
directions and produce inaccurate classification output. These
results suggest that CNNS needs to be trained with at least
S = PSLS = 40 ·100 = 4000 to provide satisfactory accuracy
(e.g., above 90%). As a result, PS = 100 is a reasonable
choice for TL, wherein the target dataset 1000 times smaller,
i.e., ST =
LSPS
LTPT
= 1000. In Fig. 4(b), we repeat the same
analysis for CNNT where we assume that CNNS is well-
trained with PS = 100 and LS = 100. Then, we sweep PT
similarly for both LT = 10 and LT = 100. We can see that
when LT = 100, CNNT quickly reaches maximum similar to
CNNS as illustrated in Fig. 4(a). In this case, the improvement
gained by TL is incremental because CNNT is already well-
trained. However, if small dataset is used, i.e., LT = 10, then
it requires larger PT to reach high accuracy. Expectedly, this
analysis shows that TL provides reasonable improvement if
the target dataset is relatively small, i.e., T = PTLT ≤ 1000
(S = 10000). In other words, when T is high there is no need
to use TL. Therefore, in the following experiments, we select
PT = LT = 10 and employ TL to improve the performance.
Table II lists the validation accuracy of CNNT and CNNTR
for different TL scenarios. We consider TL between UCA
and URA as well as the perturbed array geometries denoted
by UCA and URA. In a perturbed array geometry, the
m-th sensor position is selected uniformly at random as
{x˜m, y˜m, z˜m} ∼ N ({xm, ym, zm}, (λ/4)2) for each instance
of the training data. It is evident that the sensor selection ac-
curacy of CNNTR is approximately 20% higher than CNNT.
We further assessed the DoA estimation performance of
the selected subarrays for target domain data. For M = 16,
K = 6, Figs. 5 and 6 depict the performance for URA→UCA
and UCA→URA scenarios, respectively. We compared the
sensor selection performance of CNNT and CNNTR with
greedy-based antenna selection (GAS) [19], random selection
(RAS) as well as the fully array performance. As expected,
we see that the full array has the lowest SNR due to large
array aperture. We observe that CNNTR closely follows
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Fig. 4. Performance of CNNS, CNNT and CNNTR versus the number of DoA angles. Sensor selection accuracy is given with respect to (a) PS when
LS = 100, LT = 10, and (b) PT when PS = 100, LS = 100. SNRTRAIN = 15 dB.
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Fig. 5. DoA estimation performance when source domain has URA; target
domain has UCA geometry. M = 16, K = 6.
the performance of the best subarray. The CNNTR exhibits
approximately 4%, 8.5% and 23% lower RMSE as compared
to GAS, CNNT and RAS, respectively. It is worth noting that
RAS has no rule on selecting the antennas while GAS is a
greedy-based suboptimum method seeking the best subarray
based on the CRB information [19]. These results establish the
effectiveness of TL for DoA estimation with sensor selection.
The superior performance of CNNTR is because of the learned
and transferred features from source domain data via CNNS.
C. Transfer Learning For Perturbed Sensor Positions
In practical applications, the deployment of sensor arrays is
a one-time operation. When the physical conditions around
the sensor array change, the positions of the sensors are
often slightly altered. Over longer duration, the position of
the sensors become different from the ones when the array is
installed. In this experiment, we show that our TL approach for
sensor arrays performs well even when the sensor positions are
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Fig. 6. DoA estimation performance when source domain has UCA; target
domain has URA geometry. M = 16, K = 6.
perturbed. Figures 7 and 8 show the DoA estimation RMSE
for URA and UCA, respectively. The target array geometry has
been perturbed with λ/4 standard deviation in sensor positions
(see Section V-B). The proposed TL approach clearly results
in lesser estimation error than CNNT. In particular, CNNTR
produces approximately 4%, 10%, and 28% lower RMSE than
GAS, CNNT, and RAS, respectively.
D. Transfer Learning For Sensor Data With Mutual Coupling
We assessed the performance of TL when the target data is
corrupted. We used the settings of Fig. 5, i.e., URA → UCA
for M = 16, K = 6. The target sensor data is corrupted by
mutual coupling (MC). The received signal now becomes [37]
y(ti) = Ca(Θ)s(ti) + n(ti), 1 ≤ i ≤ T, (22)
where C ∈ CM×M is a Hermitian Toeplitz MC matrix, which
for a UCA is C = Toeplitz{c1, c2, . . . , cL, cL−1, . . . , c2}.
Here {cl}Ll=1 are the MC coefficients and L = M2 +1 for even
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Fig. 7. DoA estimation performance when source domain has URA geometry
and target domain has URA geometry with perturbed positions (URA), M =
25, and K = 5.
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Fig. 8. DoA estimation performance when source domain has UCA geometry
and target domain has UCA geometry with perturbed positions (UCA), M =
20, and K = 6.
M . Let c = [c1, . . . , cL]T be the MC coefficient vector, then
we model c such that c1 = 1 and cl = 0.6
(
1 − (l−2)L−1
)
ejϕl
for l = 2, . . . , L where ϕl ∈ [−pi, pi] is a random phase
information. This yields that the magnitude of the coupling
coefficient for the closest and furthest sensor pairs are c2 = 0.6
and cL = 0.075, respectively [46]. To investigate the effect
of MC, define c = γ[1/γ, c2, . . . , cL]T and sweep γ as
γ ∈ [0.01, 1]. The resulting performance in Fig. 9 shows that
the performance of all algorithms degrades as γ → 1, i.e., the
effect of MC becomes stronger. CNNTR performs better than
CNNT as long as γ ≤ 0.6 because the corrupted data becomes
unfamiliar to CNNTR and it yields worse RMSE than CNNT
and GAS.
E. 2-D DoA Estimation
So far, we restricted our experiments to a fixed elevation
angle. Figure 10 shows the 2-D DoA estimation performance
for the UCA→URA scenario. In source domain, we selected
PS = 11000 where the azimuth plane is sampled with PφS =
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Fig. 9. DoA estimation performance vs. mutual coupling when source domain
has URA; target domain has UCA geometry. M = 16, K = 6.
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Fig. 10. 2-D DOA estimation performance when source domain has UCA;
target domain has URA geometry. M = 16, KS = 6 and KT = 8.
100 and the elevation plane is sampled uniformly with PθS =
11 in the sector [80◦, 90◦]. In target domain, we selected PT =
600 (∼ 5% of PS) where PθT = 6 and PφT = 10. In this
experiment, we consider different K values, namely, KS = 6
and KT = 8. The number of snapshots are T = 10. The
RMSE is calculated for the joint estimation of θ and φ. For
2-D scenario, the results are similar to the 1-D case: CNNTR
has 7%, 20%, and 38% lower RMSE than GAS, CNNT, and
RAS, respectively. Note that the RMSE for all algorithms is
high (approximately 70◦ for SNR = 0 dB) because of the
small array aperture in vertical dimension [46].
TABLE III
CONVOLUTIONAL LAYERS SETTINGS
l D
(l)
x D
(l)
y b
(l)
x b
(l)
y N
(l−1)
CL N
(l)
CL
2 M M 3 3 3 256
4 M M 3 3 256 256
6 M M 3 3 256 256
8 M M 3 3 256 256
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FULLY CONNECTED LAYER SETTINGS
l D
(l)
1 D
(l)
2 N
(l)
FCL
10 256M2 1 512
12 512 1 512
F. Computational Complexity
Since all deep networks have the same architecture, CNNS,
CNNT and CNNTR have the same complexity. For a deep
neural network with LC convolutional layers, the time com-
plexity is [47]
CCL = O
( LC∑
l=1
D(l)x D
(l)
y b
(l)
x b
(l)
y N
(l−1)
CL N
(l)
CL
)
, (23)
where D(l)x , D
(l)
y are the column and row sizes of each output
feature map, b(l)x , b
(l)
y are the 2D filter size of the l-th layer.
N
(l−1)
CL and N
(l)
CL denote the number of input and output feature
maps of the l-th layer respectively. In Table III, we have
shown the parameters of each convolutional layer. Thus, the
complexity of 4 convolutional layers with 256@3 × 3 filters
approximately becomes
CCL ≈ O
(
M2(4 · 9 · 2562)). (24)
The time complexity of LF fully connected layers similarly is
CFCL = O
( LF∑
l=1
D(l)x D
(l)
y N
(l)
FCL
)
, (25)
where N (l)FCL is the number of units of l-th fully connected
layer and D(l)1 , D
(l)
2 are the 2D input size of the l-th fully
connected layer and N (l)FCL is the number of units, each of
which has 50% dropout. Table IV lists the parameters of fully
connected layers whose complexity approximately is
CFCL ≈ O
(
2 · 2562(M2 + 2)). (26)
Hence the total time complexity of the DL approach is C =
CCL + CFCL which is approximately
C ≈ O(M2(4 · 9 · 2562) + 2 · 2562(M2 + 2))), (27)
which is further simplified as ≈ O(38 · 2562M2). In com-
parison, the order of an analytical approach such as GAS
is O(KM2) [19]. The RAS has sorting complexity of
O(M logM) [18] at the cost of performance. While the
complexity of CNN is on the order of magnitude of 106,
it is able to run in more efficient parallel manner by using
GPUs, whereas the other algorithms cannot be implemented
in such a way easily. The computation time of the proposed
CNN approach only takes about 10× 10−3 s for M = 16 and
K = 6, whereas RAS and GAS need approximately 30×10−3
and 130 × 10−3, respectively. Similar observations about the
fast computation times of the DL networks have been reported
in [21, 47–49].
VI. SUMMARY
We proposed a deep TL framework for sparse sensor
selection. We transfer the learned features from one domain
of larger data length to another domain where limited number
of observations are available. This is especially suitable for
sensor placement applications where diverse geometries of
arrays are encountered. Our deep TL approach provides signif-
icant performance improvement for sensor selection and DoA
estimation for both uniform and non-uniform array geometries.
Moreover, TL is also effective for perturbed array geometries.
This property allows us to first train a deep network with
array data when it is deployed in field operations. When
environmental and operational factors lead to deviations in the
sensor positions, our approach is effective in overcoming the
subsequent performance loss in DoA estimation. In particular,
our TL framework provides approximately 20% more sensor
selection accuracy and 10% improvement in the DoA estima-
tion RMSE.
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